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BUSINESS TIPS

What is HAVS? The 
term is a catch 
all for symptoms 
of permanent 

and debilitating damage to the 
soft tissues in your hand, arm and 
wrist that arise from “regular and 
frequent exposure to vibration from 
hand-held power tools”. Symptoms 
may include disorders of the blood 
vessels, nerves and joints. You may 
remember we used to call these 
“white finger”.

Technically, there are two forms 
of permanent ill health caused by 
the regular use of power tools: 
hand-arm vibration syndrome 
(HAVS) and carpal tunnel syndrome. 
The symptoms of HAVS include:
fingers tingling and then going 
numb, leading to an inability to do 
fine work or everyday tasks
loss of strength in the hands, 
which might affect the ability to 
do work safely fingers going white 
but becoming red and painful on 

recovery, reducing the ability to  
work in cold or damp conditions.

Carpal tunnel syndrome is a 
nerve disorder that may involve 
pain, tingling, numbness and 
weakness in parts of the hand.

The impact
As with all medical conditions, 
different people have different 
tolerances, but that’s no reason 
to gamble with your health. The 
effects are cumulative, irreversible 
and permanent, and they can be 

devastating. An impaired grip could 
make it impossible for you to hold 
a cup of coffee or glass of beer, 
undo buttons, tug on a zip or hold 
a steering wheel comfortably, so 
don’t take unnecessary risks that 
may blight your later years.

Prevention is better than cure
The good news is that HAVS is 
preventable. As the risk of HAVS 
arises from “the regular and  
frequent exposure to vibration from 
hand-held power tools” ask yourself 
the following:

Does the task need to be done 
at all? If yes, can it be done without 
using vibrating hand-held power 
tools and machines?

Think of an emergency call. You 
are more than likely contracted to 
attend so the task has to be done. 
To clear a fallen tree would take 
a chainsaw team upwards of two 
hours of exposure to potentially 
damaging vibration. With a grab 
wagon, however, it would take one 
man about 15 minutes with very 
little risk of HAVS. Whole body 
vibration is another matter!

Further examples of alternative 
ways of doing things are using 
handsaws rather than chainsaws 
and using rakes or brooms rather 
than hand-held blowers.

Other considerations relate to 
your kit (what you use and how it is 
maintained) and working practices.
When buying equipment think very 
carefully about what you want or 
need to do with it and then match 
that need with the manufacturer’s 
vibration data. Consider electric 
machines as well as the more 
traditionally powered tools. They are 
probably quieter too.

Before and during the task 
make sure saws are kept sharp and 
properly maintained and always use 

the right saw for each element of 
the job.

Never forget that the causes of 
HAVS are cumulative. Take care to 
reduce your exposure throughout 
the week, do not use a vibrating 
handheld power tool for any longer 
than you must and don’t restart 
the clock each time you pick up 
a different saw, change site or go 
home to saw up some firewood.

You can reduce the risk to 
your health by encouraging your 
circulation, keeping your hands 
warm and dry, quitting smoking and 
massaging your hands and fingers 
during breaks.

If you find it a confusing subject, 
you are in good company. I was 
recently at a trade show talking to 
a distributor about a new range of 
electric tools, and all he could tell 
me was that they were very quiet!
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